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quickly depending on where you live. I wouldn't take a chance with them and likely go with
something with a better reputation. I bought these Amazon. I always wondered if you can buy
aftermarket headlights and add the 3M protection film to it to protect the lens from yellowing.
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OEM headlamp assemblies? The best I could find so far was Mcgeorge Toyota. IMO if you're
looking for better lighting, do a retrofit. That won't help if you want a facelift front end though. I
resealed them with butyl tape when I did my retrofit to take care of that. Just be careful
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I have been looking for headlights to do the upgrade from my 04' 4Runner and found these from
carparts. Find More Posts by mysticz. ScSportsman Junior Member. Find More Posts by
ScSportsman. Find More Posts by kcdehart. Find More Posts by nlau Posting Rules. Similar
Threads. Anyone have these projector headlights or crystal clear headlights?? User Name:
Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. After
installing a set of HIDs, you may need to adjust your low beam housing. If you swap out your
factory halogens with LED low beams, you will likely be fine depending on what state you live
in. Some states are more strict than others when it comes to headlights and foglights. So with
that, you will likely only need to aim your headlights down if you install HID bulbs into your low
beams halogen projector housing. After these headlights were swapped in, we were not flashed
by oncoming traffic, not once. So, after installing the HIDs in the halogen projector housing, we
needed a solution. The SAE specifies that if the optical center of the headlamp, or optical center
height OCH , is less than 90 cm 36 inches above the roadway surface, then the reference point
should be at the same height as the optical center. If the optical center is more than 90 cm 36
inches above the roadway surface, the reference point should be 5 cm 2 inches below the
headlamp optical center. These reference points were adjusted for the greater alignment
distance. You need to have your beam pattern at a certain distance off the ground from a
distance of 25 feet. So, what is the exact height that your headlight cutoff line pattern needs to
be on the wall? It all depends. Many factors come into play when adjusting your headlights, like
your lift, size of tires, if you have a rake in your lift, etc. When lowering your headlights, you can
pull information from your user manual and this will give you the exact process for stock
heights and stock headlights. If the alignment distance is 7. This assumes you know how to pop
the tabs on your 4Runner engine bay front plastic cover. You do not need to remove this plastic
cover. If you do remove this cover, it will give you a slightly better look at what you are sticking
your screwdriver into. You are not actually screwing or unscrewing any screw. You are twisting
a gear that is connected to an 8mm bolt. You can either use an 8mm bolt or a 2 Phillips
screwdriver. The screwdriver is easier. There was someone in the forum that swore up and

down that you turn the screwdriver counterclockwise to lower. That is incorrect. I started
turning counterclockwise after what I read and my lights were about 10 feet off the ground when
it turned them on. Again, you do not need to remove the cover but it might help you understand
a little better with what you are looking at. After you start cranking down on the gear with your
screwdriver, you can either drop the cover back on or keep going until you are happy with your
desired height. This is the passenger side of your 4Runner. This shot was taken before we
started working on the adjustment screw. In the image above this image, you will see how
aggressive we were with the screwdriver. I think we were a little irritated with reading the wrong
direction for adjusting. The passenger side is also clockwise to lower Turns the gear
counterclockwise. This will lower your headlights. The 8mm socket option is just that, an
option. This 8mm bolt is incredibly hard to access. I tried with a short open-end wrench and an
8mm socket extension from the back, coming from behind the white metal brace. The metal
brace blocks access to the 8mm bolt. Initially, I had other numbers. But, everyone will have a
different outcome and different solution. This is not an exact number guide on how to adjust
your headlights. This should serve as a general understanding of how to adjust HIDs on your
5th Gen. I personally feel like there is no perfect number out there for adjusting your 4Runner
headlights. My best advice would be to use your best judgment. Take this post with a grain of
salt when adjusting your headlights. Some 4Runners have bigger lift kits, with larger tires and
this may set your height much taller which will result in a different beam pattern and cutoff line.
You need to account for height and rake which is usually much further off from level and far
different than stock. Another thing to consider is a loaded 4Runner. If you go camping and put
pounds of gear in your cargo area, your HID headlight beam pattern will start shooting a little
higher. You might think driving around town is all good until you load up your 4Runner with a
bunch of extra gear. At the end of the day, this is a pure case by case basis and will depend on
how you use your 4Runner. Whether you are an avid camper with a heavy load or a street
princess, all of this is going to vary. Comment and let us know what you adjusted your lights to.
What are you running for a lift, bumpers, how heavy are you daily loaded in the back and how
does that affect your lights? Thanks, everyone! The latest in new 4Runner parts, products and
gear. You also get a leg up on vendor specials, free gear, giveaway notifications, and more. Our
newsletter is pretty much the best thing you'll ever read! How much turning is needed? Do I
need to turn the gear like 3 or more revolutions to see it really lower? I mean, how sensitive is
the adjustment here? Still pondering a solution for that. I really like the light that the HIDs
provide. Turning the screw counterclock-wiseâ€¦ using a screw driver on top will turn the BOLT
clockwise. Thanks for clearing that up. Any idea much much to turn to lower the light. Just want
to at least lower it a bit from the lift and bigger tires. I tried 6 teeth clockwise. There is no glare
surprisingly and shines out perfectly. The led fogs are a different story. Very helpful article. I
just recently upgraded to LED lows. I had the opposite problem where my lights needed upward
adjustment. Screwdriver turns were super easy. After a few adjustments, they are now just right,
with no glare to other drivers. Thank you for the great article! Hi Michelle, you do it via the
fender liner. Good luck. Regarding the confusion about clockwise or counterclockwiseâ€¦ It is
correct to turn the screwdriver clockwise to lower, but if you adjust from the 8mm bolt it is
counterclockwise to lower. The bolt moves counterclockwise when turning clockwise from the
top with the screwdriver. Please update this article. Is this true? I just did my adjustment and it
was super high. No wonder I was getting flashed like crazy. I have a 2. A ratcheting screwdriver
helps a ton with the adjustment of the headlights. If you have one that fits, it works well for
stock fogs too. Exact Toyota 4Runner Guidelines: If the alignment distance is 7. Prepare a piece
of thick white paper approximately 2 m 6. Draw a vertical line down the center of the screen V
line. Align the V line on the screen with the center of the vehicle. You get the point. If you want
to download the PDF, check it out. Clockwise to lower Turns the gear counterclockwise
Counterclockwise to raise Turns the gear clockwise I started turning counterclockwise after
what I read and my lights were about 10 feet off the ground when it turned them on. Clockwise
to lower Turns the gear counterclockwise Counterclockwise to raise Turns the gear clockwise
Step 4: Another Option 8mm Socket The 8mm socket option is just that, an option. All of our
4Runner set-ups are different Some 4Runners have bigger lift kits, with larger tires and this may
set your height much taller which will result in a different beam pattern and cutoff line. Love the
4Runner Lifestyle? I like Toyota's, exploring remote locations, taking photos, cooking, camping,
wheeling, and a good bowl of ramen If you have any questions or comments, please Notify of.
Inline Feedbacks. February 21, pm. Brenan - Trail4R. October 22, pm. Chris Owens. March 8, am.
Doug D. February 3, pm. October 31, pm. March 28, pm. July 27, pm. March 3, pm. January 19,
am. January 16, am. Todd M. January 13, am. July 28, pm. July 28, am. April 6, pm. Start typing
and press Enter to search. Questions or Comments? Your Email. Our content is pretty fire! We
will never spam your inbox or sell your data. Remember Me? Site Navigation. I know I can buy a

new set of headlight. Or have them polished by a shop, but for my vw I was able to just buy the
clear lens to replace the fogged up one. Does anyone sell just that for our 4runners? Mine are
fogged up bad. Originally Posted by Silvergrowler. Last edited by Runner27; at AM. Considering
how badly and relatively quickly headlights can cloud up these days, you would think that this
would be a good idea for OEM's to adopt I've only seen a handful of car models that do this. But
on the back end, they'd rather you just buy a whole new set of lights. What happens when an
LED headlamp goes out? Technically they're not serviceable rendering the user to buy a new
assembly especially if out of warranty. I see a new market for retrofitters becoming LED repair
services now. One of the problems of sanding down the headlights for the restoration process
is what little UV protection that is on there is taken completely off ever seen headlights peeling
like sun burnt skin? They'll usually yellow up pretty quickly after the resto. Go to Rock Auto and
by some replacements if you can. It'll run you a couple bucks, but should last a while. Member's
Picture Albums. Originally Posted by Runner If I were you, I would sand off all the parts that
were damaged by UV, clean it up real good, they apply the optimum opti-lens coating. FYI eagle
brand headlamps suck. Optics on oem head lights are far superior. Well worth the money. I
would do this though. My suggestion is do a projector retrofit buy a set of eagle headlights.
Harvest the lenses from the Eagles , yes they fit and work. I have tried. I have done that. I have
done a projector retrofit using this recipe. Oem rear housings, oem inner bezels with projectors,
new eagle lenses. Cheap effective and looks darn good. I did so much crap to my truck that it
doesnt fit in my signature. Promise i wont disappoint, its not just floor mats LoL. Originally
Posted by gshadow The key is when you restore the lens to apply a new UV protectant. All
composite headlights these days have to be "baked" to release the butyl I could be wrong on
the name sealer used to glue the lens to the housing. The Prius one I've done almost had to
break the internal to get it in and out, there was almost no room to work with. Not to mention
self-leveling or height adjusting units are also internal. Some high end lamps like Mercedes,
BMW, ect; need to be programmed to the vehicle when replaced and will output DTCs that can
only be read with factory scantools. Basically, your hypothetical situation already happened a
while ago. Most of the time the only fix is a new housing anyways. Originally Posted by
BlackWorksInc. CBI front bumper. Backup camera and steering wheel controls. Originally
Posted by paraordnance. Bingo, BlackWorksInc nailed it! That is exactly how you do it. Do not
buy replacement lenses, they would be pain to replace as you need to take off your headlights
and bake them. Simply wet sand them with and grit and polish after. Then apply UV protection I
use Mcguire headlight protectant and they will be like new and never turn yellow. Re-polish your
lenses as needed, they will outlast your 4Runner. Originally Posted by KaseyMcc. Thank you
both for responding! My situation might be slightly different from other's. My lenses aren't just
hazy or yellow, they seem to have stress cracks in them--not from an impact or anything, I
assume just from age I've sanded and polished before although not up to grit, just used one of
those kits from WalMart but these cracks remained so I assume they are not just superficial, like
hazing or yellowing. Maybe if I sanded a bit more they would come out but it seems they are
deeper within the lens, which is why I've considered this process of replacing the lens
completely. I've also been drooling over some of the HID retrofits on here paraordinance your
retrofit actually inspired me more than anything to look into this! I just thought rather than drop
a lot of money on Toyota replacements, I'd spend on some cheap ones from amazon, bake, take
the lenses, do an HID retrofit, then put the new lenses on the Toyota housing. Then I would also
coat the new lenses in UV resistant clear coat and polish them out. What do you guys think?
Well, if you have deep cracks, no polishing will make a difference. Instead, buy new set of
headlights. The reason for that is retrofit is not a one-day feat, at least for me. I buy new
headlights and while my old are still on the truck, I start working on my retro, it can take up to a
month if you don't have all parts or wing in it with design, painting, sanding, painting some
more like I did. But if you working on your original OEM set, your 4Runner will not be drivable in
meanwhile. Of course that may not be an issue for you, I don't know your circumstances. The
main reason I was looking to stay with OEM was simply due to poor quality reports from others
that have bought aftermarket, primarily with the reflectors and the way they throw light
compared to OEM. This is going on my daily driver, so I should probably go the route you
suggest of buying and modifying an aftermarket set so I can take my time and still have a
functional vehicle. What brand aftermarket set did you go with? Didn't you go with projectors
out of an S? Are there any other projectors that are worth considering? What about the high
beams??? I really love the looks of the projector retrofits I'm seeing and am really looking
forward to doing my own, along with a satoshi grill mod. Also just got some coded paint to
color match my mirrors so I've got some projects coming up! Coming soon will be the mirrors,
tinting all the windows, installing dynamat, then installing headers and a new exhaust, then I'm
getting ahead of myself for this thread, haha! Either way, really looking forward to digging into

my 4Runner and making it mine. This forum has been freaking awesome for ideas and
instruction. I applied the Sylvania brand restore kit back in November and they still look clear.
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autobody, lighting parts, electrical, brake, suspension, intake and exhaust, and cooling and
heating products. All Replacement brands include 1-year, unlimited-mileage warranty. We've
Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Manufacturer T
Questions, Answers. Your Vehicle Fit Details. Vehicle Name. Fitment Information. All
Submodels. All Engines. Driver Side. Recommended Use:. OE Replacement. Light Source:. With
bulb s. Clear Lens. Quantity Sold:. Sold individually. Product Fit:. Direct Fit. Interchange Part
Number:. Replaces OE Number:. Replaces Partslink Number:. Returns Policy:. Vehicle Fitment
Information. Product Information. Need help? Call our product expert Warranty Policy. Right
parts, guaranteed. Check out our Warranty Policy for more details. Shipping Policy. We ship fast

so you can get on the road that much faster. Check out our Shipping Policy
duramaxxx
suzuki fz
ford escape 2017 manual
for more details. Easy Return Policy. Check out our Return Policy for more details. In the
Garage with CarParts. Why are My Headlights Flickering? Question and Answer. Does this
include just the headlight or the little trim that goes underneath where it sits also? Francisco C.
The trim you're referring to is called the headlight filler. We also have it available under part
number REPT Customer Reviews. Dec 28, Manuel Carpintero. Purchased on Dec 18, Aug 30,
Couldn't be happier. Fit like a glove. Fast shipping! Linda Roeser. Purchased on Aug 15, Aug 28,
Decent, but not a perfect OEM replica. Decent replacement headlight, definitely not as good as
OEM could be as the cut lines are noticeable around the outside and are not perfect. Once on
my car, it was very barely noticeable though. Charlotte Siann. Purchased on May 18, Show
More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

